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The iPhone has a remarkable number of weather app options and you will find a ton that fits different needs depending on what you want. However, one shines brighter than the rest, and Dark Sky is one of the best full weather apps in the App Store.Dark SkyPlatform: iPhone Price: $3.99 Download
PageFeaturesAcacious for iPhone, iPad, and Apple WatchHyperlocal weather forecasts based on your exact locationMinute-to-minute, hour-by-hour, and weekly forecasts Full radar views with smooth animationCompletely customizable push-notificationToday widget to quickly check weatherWhere It ExcelsIt is a little
hard to justify paying for something as simple as the weather app, but the dark sky is really worth it. Dark Sky once suffered from a lack of features, but recent updates make it a full weather app that still manages to be easy to use. Open the app and you'll see what matters: the current weather and the forecast for the
next hour. Then you can dig a little deeper to find hourly and weekly forecasts, and take a look at the radar for your area. You can set up custom notifications too, so you'll get alerts when precipitation is likely in the next hour, daily resumes, severe weather warnings, or your own customizable alerts for things like if it falls
below zero or if you need sunscreen. Where it falls ShortThere is not much to complain about with the dark sky. Sure, it costs $4, but you get a solid weather app that is constantly updated and has a bunch of features. Since it uses your exact location, forecasts get a little wobbly sometimes, but it won't happen any more
than any other forecasting tool. It is also only available in the US, UK and Ireland, which leaves many potential users out of the loop. G/O Media can get commissionCubii Pro Under-Desk EllipticalThe CompetitionThere - it's a ton of great weather apps on the iPhone that are suitable for different needs. Want a full
doppler radar? Of course, it's really possible. Prefer something minimal? You have options. Want one that only notifies you of bad weather? Yes, it does, too. All it takes to check to see if they fit your specific needs. If Dark Sky isn't your thing, Yahoo Weather, our previous choice, is a worthy contender. It has a gorgeous
design, great photos that are easy to read, and the basics of radar, satellite and heat maps. Unfortunately though, it now has great, annoying ads that can really get in the way. Similarly, four big free apps, Accuweather, Weather Channel, WeatherBug, and Weather all similar alternatives. They all have the same basic
feature set as Yahoo Weather, but offer a slightly different experience in terms of interface and coverage. The fact is, different apps may have more accurate predictions than others for your area, so it's worth singinging with a few to see which works best for Weather (1.99) may well be one of the best weather apps
around, but it's not updated as often as we'd like. However, if you like the features of Accuweather, Weather Underground, or Weather Channel, but hate the ads, then today the weather is worth a look. Perfect Weather ($2.99) is another fantastic weather app that has a ton of information if you're willing to pay for it. The
great strength of Perfect Weather is that it loads quickly, gives you a five-day forecast and then provides all the extra details you might need at a glance. This includes a full satellite image, hourly temperature, and more. It's all too fast, so you can get in and out of the app quickly. If you're more of a fan of minimalist
weather apps, you have a few solid options. Blue is a great little app that shows you the forecast for the next day or so in a handy color index. Sun is actually a free web app designed specifically for the iPhone and uses gestures to control. Weather Neue (free) shows simplified current weather and a four-day forecast in a
beautiful package. Finally, Partly Cloudy can be the most beautiful of the bunch using a visualization clock to show you the weather forecast in a surprisingly intuitive way. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing catalog of recommendations for the best applications and tools in a number of these categories. The
best Android Weather Apps Android Central 2020 In today's world, we're used to seeing weather changes with little notice - and once without notice at all. From flash floods and hurricanes to the exact knowledge of how wicked hot it is outside, having a weather app on your side can make all the difference. There are
many weather apps available from Google Play, but we have the best of the bunch for you here! Staff choose many apps and widgets - including most pre-loaded weather manufacturer widgets - to use Accuweather for the same reason you should: it's reliable and damn accurate. MinuteCast is terribly accurate, and it's
hard to leave Accuweather for another weather app without it. The app is smartly put out, comes with a lovely dark theme version, and is worth your confidence when bad weather hits. Free (in-app purchase) in Google Play This friendly weather app will welcome you by name and then display weather information from
one of the user's selected sources including AccuWeather, Dark Sky, and Yr.no, a Norwegian forecasting service that can produce more accurate predictions for many parts of the world that are not America. If you're looking for a weather app that's as black as night, and will help you what happens on a dark and stormy
night, today's weather is for you. Free in Google Play Beautiful Weather app with a generous of customization options and a dozen weather widgets that can be configured six ways on Sunday, Sunday, was one of my longtime favorites. There are very few flaws that we found in our extended use of 1Weather, such as the
app is not always updated immediately when re-opened, but the app works well and looks good to do so. Free (in-app purchase) in Google Play A combination of background images pulled from Flickr for most major cities with predictions and hyperlocal data from the weather underground nationwide network of weather
stations, Yahoo takes a place in my heart as the beautiful of the weather apps for Android. The layout for Yahoo Weather is good for checking multiple locations quickly as you scroll up and down for data and then scroll from side to side to switch between places. Free in Google Play Most weather apps have radar
features inside them, but if you need a really good radar app, use what professional meteorologists and storm chasers use: Radarscope. This app has secondary subscriptions in it for really high-definition radar scanning and other features, but when they storm a-blowin', this app I used to watch funnel clouds, tornadoes,
and hail cores, even without a pro subscription. $10 in Google Play CARROT Weather is one of those apps that started on iOS and finally made its way to the Google Play Store and Android devices. This weather app offers a unique personality when looking at forecasts, offering accurate forecasts with Dark Sky weather
data. There are also customizable widgets, and even a built-in game to help make it one of the most interesting weather apps. Free (in-app purchase) in Google Play When it comes to figuring out the weather in the right area, it can be a little annoying to try to decrypt a bunch of information. Weather Live helps combat
this problem by offering various bits of information. It also allows you to customize how the app appears. This also applies to the built-in widgets that Weather Live includes giving you a weather forecast at a glance. Free (in-app purchase) in Google Play Minutecast is addictive Source: Android Central Hyperlocal, hyperaccurate prediction is something wrong, but it's also something that is invaluable when it works. Accuweather has MinuteCast, which gives you last minute deadlines for the next two hours of forecasting when the rain will start, stop, and how hard it will be. In places where rain can start and stop, seemingly at random how wonderful the Thunder-inclined Orlando is - this kind of function is ridiculously addictive, and these days, before I even start packing my bag head to the parks, I consult MinuteCast. If your regions are less prone to sudden downpours, may maybe get on hourly predictions, but MinuteCast is a feature I can't quit.
Notices issue Source: Android Central When weather fine notifications from weather apps can be something of a nuisance, but when the weather turns nasty, severe weather warnings are a matter of issue So you have to believe that they will shoot when needed, and only when needed. 1Weather lets you set up serious
notifications meaning you can get vibrations for hours, but audible notifications for alerts - anyone who lives in Tornado Alley can confirm the usefulness of this distinction - and 1Weather and Accuweather allow you to disable serious weather notifications for some places if you keep a few places stored in the app.
Radarscope as a radar-only app does not give push notifications for serious warnings, but shows local and nationwide warnings in the app. Take a trip down memory lane that will make you feel nostalgic AF Google has graced its daily queries, tempting you to use its search bar rather than your favorite app to check the
weather or calculate 76 x 76. Changes will start to appear on mobile devices (smartphones and tablets), and look like an extension of Google Now (on Jellybean) for non-Android devices. It all started with better weather results and calculator queries, but search unit conversion results, flight search, dictionary definitions,
and search for inventory information are being affected as well. To keep up with the news throughout the day, visit our Fast Feed page. Page. weather app icon png black
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